Supplementary file: Network descriptors
Topological, compositional and information-theoretic
network descriptors used in this study.

Total/Average/Normalized Information on Vertex Degree
Distribution [2, 4, 5] Information content (several flavors1 ) of
the vector defined as follows: for each possible node degree—
from the lowest to the highest one found in all studied species
network—the number of nodes having this degree in the current network (0 if none).

Total number of descriptors: 52, of which 27 are derivatives
of others (resulting in 25 non-redundant descriptors)

(→ derivatives of Information on Vertex Degree Distribution)

1. Degree-related descriptors

Total/Average/Normalized Information on Vertex Degree
Magnitude Distribution [2, 4, 5] Information content (several
flavors) of the vector defined as the list, in ascending manner,
of all node degrees in the network.

These descriptors (except the last one) are calculated on the
network biggest component. Total number of descriptors: 23
Number of Vertices [10] n = |V |, with V being all the nodes
of the graph; nodes of degree 0 being excluded.

(→ derivatives of Information on Vertex Degree Magnitude Distribution)

Total/Average/Normalized Information on Weighted Vertex
Degree Distribution Information content (several flavors) of
the vector defined as follows: for each possible node weight—
from the lowest to the highest one found in all studied species
network—the number of nodes having this weight in the current network (0 in none).

Number of Edges [10] m = |E|, with E being all the edges of
the graph.
hdi i, with di being the de-

Average Vertex Degree [1–3, 6, 10]
gree of node i.
Total Adjacency [1–3, 6] A =

P
i

Connectedness / Density [1–3, 6]

(→ derivatives of Information on Vertex Degree Distribution)

di

Total/Average/Normalized Information on Weighted Vertex
Degree Magnitude Distribution Information content (several flavors) of the vector defined as the list, in ascending manner, of all node weights in the network.

A
n(n−1)

(→ derivatives of Information on Vertex Degree Magnitude Distribution)

Average Weighted Vertex Degree hwi i, with wi being the
weight of node i, calculated as the sum of the weights of the
edges ending on this node. In the case of NIPs, the edge weight
is the number of common metabolites for the pair of interacting
pathways.

Number of Connected Components

2. Centrality-related descriptors

(→ derivative of Average Vertex Degree)

Total Weighted Adjacency W =

These descriptors are calculated on the biggest component
only. Total number of descriptors: 7
Average Degree Centrality [9] hdci i, with dci the fraction of
vertices in the graph connected to node i,

P

w
i i

(→ derivative of Total Adjacency)

Weighted Connectedness

W
n(n−1)

dci =

(→ derivative of Connectedness)

Average Clustering Coefficient hcci i, with cci being the clustering coefficient of node i, calculated as
cci =

di
|V | − 1

Average Weighted Degree Centrality hdci,w i, with dci,w the
fraction of weights of vertices connected to node i,

2 × |{ejk }|
: vj , vk ∈ Ni , eij ∈ E
di (di − 1)

dci,w =

(ejk being an edge between vj and vk , and Ni being the nodes
adjacent to vi ).

wi
|V | − 1

(→ derivative of Average Degree Centrality)
1
A histogram with bins of size 1 is first derived for a given vector; Si is the
value of each bin i, and Ni its population. Three flavors of the information content of this vector (total, average and normalized) are then calculated as

Average Weighted Clustering Coefficient hcci,w i, with cci,w
being the weighted clustering coefficient of node i, calculated
as
P
2×
wjk
cci,w =
: vj , vk ∈ Ni
wi (wi − 1)

ICtotal = NS log2 NS −

X

Ni Si log2 Si

i

ICaverage =

(wij being the weight of the edge eij ∈ E).
(→ derivative of Average Clustering Coefficient)

with NS =

1

P
i

Ni Si

ICtotal
NS

;

ICnormalized =

ICtotal
NS log2 NS

Average Vertex Betweenness Centrality [8, 9] hvbci i, with
vbci the fraction of number of shortests paths that go through
node i,
X |σjk (vi )|
vbci =
|σjk |

Total/Average/Normalized Information on Distance Distribution [2, 4–7] Information content (several flavors) of the
vector defined as follows: for each possible shortest path length
between nodes—from the lowest to the highest one found in all
studied species network—the number of shortest paths of this
length in the current network (0 if none).

(σjk being the shortest paths from vj to vk and σjk (vi ) the shortest paths from vj to vk going through vi )

(→ derivatives of Information on Distance Distribution)

j6=k6=i∈V

Total/Average/Normalized Information on Distance Magnitude Distribution [2, 4–7] Information content (several flavors) of the vector defined as the list, in ascending manner, of
all shortest path lengths in the network

Average Weighted Vertex Betweenness Centrality hvbci,w i,
with vbci,w the fraction of weights of shortests paths that go
through node i,

X

vbci,w =

(→ derivatives of Information on Distance Magnitude Distribution)

P
ω (σ (v ))
Pp jk i

j6=k6=i∈V

ωp (σjk )

Radius [2, 10] Minimum of all pairs shortest path length

(the weight ωp (σjk ) of a shortest path between vj and vk being
the product of path weight over intermediate edges)

Diameter [2, 10] Maximum of all pairs shortest path length

(→ derivative of Average Vertex Betweenness Centrality)

4. Cliques-related descriptors

Average Edge Betweenness Centrality [9] hebci i, with ebci
the fraction of shortest paths that go through the edge ei ,
ebci =

X
j6=k6=i∈V

For all the following descriptors, all cliques of size 2 are excluded. Total number of descriptors: 7
Total/Average/Normalized Information on Clique Distribution [4, 5] Information content (several flavors) of the vector
defined as follows: for each possible clique size—from the lowest to the highest one found in all studied species network—the
number of cliques of this size in the current network (0 if none).

|σjk (ei )|
|σjk |

Average Weighted Edge Betweenness Centrality hebci,w i,
with ebci,w the fraction of shortest paths that go through the
edge ei ,
X P ωs (σjk (ei ))
P
ebci,w =
ωs (σjk )

(→ derivatives of Information on Clique Distribution)

(the weight ωs (σjk ) of a shortest path between vj and vk being
the sum of path weight over intermediate edges)

Total/Average/Normalized Information on Clique Size Distribution [4, 5] Information content (several flavors) of the
vector defined as the list, in ascending manner, of all clique
sizes in the network

(→ derivative of Average Edge Betweenness Centrality)

(→ derivatives of Information on Clique Size Distribution)

Average Closeness Centrality [9] hclci i, with clci the inverse
of the average distance from node i to all other nodes

Number of Cliques [9]

j6=k6=i∈V

5. *

3. Distance-related descriptors
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